
Preschool Computational Thinking:
An Initiative from Public Media 
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This project, funded by the National Science Foundation, aims to encourage young families to explore and practice computational thinking together. Our definition of Computational Thinking, or CT, is a set of foundational skills enabling children to identify, understand, and creatively solve problems.The initiative will break new ground in testing what computational thinking  skills 4 and 5-year olds should know/practice.
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In fact, this will be the first media project to promote computational thinking—or CT—for preschoolers. (A review of the media landscape shows that there are currently no television series or other informal media projects solely focused on teaching preschool children the skills needed to be able to freely apply CT concepts in new or unfamiliar contexts.  Moreover, plenty of apps and websites teach preschool children coding or how to solve puzzle games using programming, but very few promote the skills and attitudes needed to develop flexibility and competency in tackling real-world problems.)WGBH Boston is currently producing the media. The animations star an entertaining cast of monkeys who live with their grandmother in a tree house on the beach.  These young monkey siblings spend their days playing and exploring the mangroves, swamps, and treetops, and getting into funny mishaps, which they tackle by... - BRAINSTORMING IDEAS- coming up with CREATIVE SOLUTIONS- and MAKING STUFF to help solve their problems (all, of course, while applying computational thinking)The title, story lines, and characters are all a work in progress, but PBS is excited about the direction this is taking. It’s our hope this project will become a broadcast series on PBS, with an accompanying website where children and parents can access videos and hands-on activities. 



Family Engagement to Increase
Preschool Computational Thinking (CT)
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With grants from PBS and the National Science Foundation, WGBH is bringing CT to both preschool classrooms and informal settings with a focus on families. MPT is involved in the latter, and will focus on using existing state systems to reach families and engage them (through both media and hands-on activities) to support children’s computational thinking.Project teams in Maryland and Mississippi pair the public media station with departments of early education and care to develop and pilot family outreach models for this effort. With consulting assistance from the BUILD Initiative, the teams will consider which existing state systems would best be leveraged for this opportunity—and will identify synergies to maximize their efforts to reach young families at home, through their child’s preschool, in community health centers, or in other informal learning settings like libraries. The family engagement models piloted in MD and MS will then be shared with other stations across the PBS system..  BUILD will connect the project to the dozen states it consults with on systemic approaches to parent engagement. And WGBH will also disseminate the final “family CT toolkit” to other state systems, parent engagement programs, and organizations (like Code.org) that share the mission of promoting CT. 



Why Computational Thinking?

• Children need CT to succeed in an increasingly 
technological world

• There is a worldwide movement underfoot to        
teach children CT

• This includes efforts in MS and MD
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Why computational thinking for preschoolers? We know the world is becoming increasingly technological, which has changed the skills and dispositions people need to succeed in school, in life, and in the workplace. Children need CT to be able to solve problems in a wide range of fields.Because of this, Computational Thinking is sometimes called the 5th C of 21st century skills, along with critical thinking, creativity, collaboration and communication. Many countries have recognized this and are quickly integrating CT into school curricula. (Singapore, Korea, UK, Finland, Australia, New Zealand, and EU.)In the last few years, the White House rolled out a “CS for All” initiative saying all children should learn computer science and be equipped with computational thinking skills from an early age. There has also been a K-12 Computer Science Framework developed by states, districts, and the computer science education community offering guidelines for computer science education. (MD follows this framework.)A lot more attention is being paid to CT at the state level, too. (MD is developing state standards in computer science; school boards have been asked to integrate computer science into elementary through high school.)It’s important to recognize that even as new frameworks for computer science and computational thinking are being developed, there is plenty of overlap between CT and traditional early childhood skills. (In MD, we see connections with a number of strands in Mathematics, Science, and even Social Foundations domains.)



What Existing Research Says

• CT is an important predictor of academic success in both math and 
literacy (Grover & Pea, 2013; Kazakoff & Bers, 2012; Kazakoff, Sullivan, & Bers, 2014). 

• As children develop their CT, they are also developing their executive 
function (Kazakoff, 2014) and teamwork skills (Bers, Flannery, Kazakoff & Sullivan, 
2014). 

• CT fosters a flexible, creative approach to problem solving,        
equipping children with skills essential across many disciplines,         
such as perseverance, working cooperatively, exploring            
innovative problem-solving approaches, and applying              
systematic thinking (Bers et al., 2002; National Research Council, 2010). 



• CT further supports literacy skills through the common thread of 
temporal sequencing, requiring children to think in terms of next, 
before, and until when ordering problem solving and numeric 
sequences (Pea & Kurland, 1984).

• To build a solid basis for problem-solving skills later in life, children 
ages 4 through 5 need early, introductory experiences both to 
learn and practice the skills necessary for CT (Bers, 2008; Gelman & 
Brenneman, 2004).

What Existing Research Says
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… You see the name Bers as the author of many of these studies … (CLICK AHEAD)
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This is Dr. Marina Bers.   She’s a professor at Tufts University, both in the Child Studies and Computer Science Departments—and the leading expert in the field of early childhood computational thinking. She is serving as our content director and overall ”project guru”. With her help, an Advisory Board was also assembled, representing a range of fields, including CT, preschool science and math curricula, literacy, and early childhood development generally. 
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It’s Dr. Bers who informed us regarding what computational thinking looks like for preschoolers. One of our first tasks with Dr. Bers was developing a working definition of preschool computational thinking. 



PreK Computational Thinking Is…
• A set of foundational thinking skills that enables children 

to identify, understand, and creatively solve problems

• Applicable to a wide range of disciplines, including math, 
science, engineering, and literacy

• A precursor to learning coding and programming

• Something that children can learn at an early age
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We define it as a set of foundational skills enabling children to identify, understand, and creatively solve problems.  These CT skills are applicable across many different disciplines.Computational thinking is not the same thing as coding or computer programming, but it is a precursor in that it helps children learn to solve problems in a way that could be carried out by a computer.There’s a growing feeling that computational thinking should be taught to children and that it's something that can be learned at a young age. Just like you sing the alphabet to prepare your child to read, or count aloud so they are prepared to learn addition and subtraction, the idea is that parents can practice basic CT skills with children, which can set the groundwork for more complex skills later on. 



3 Core CT Core Skills  
1. Sequencing: Putting Steps in Order to Solve a Problem

2. Design Process: Designing Solutions to Problems

3. Debugging: Fixing and Improving Solutions
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At its core, our learning blueprint outlines 3 core CT skills—each identified by a catchphrase that we use in the resources we’re developing for families.I’ll talk about them one at a time and then we’ll see a clip focused on the skill of debugging. 



• Catchphrase: Step it Out

• Understand that in some situations, order matters;                           
in other situations, it doesn’t

• Follow steps in order to solve a problem or achieve                               
a task 

• Create your own set of steps for how things could happen                
or how a task could be completed

• Notice and extend patterns (when steps repeat) 

Sequencing: Putting steps in order to solve a problem 
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We call the first skill Step It Out. It’s about putting steps in order to solve a problem. Related to computer science ideas of sequences (object and events that go in a certain order) and algorithms (series of ordered steps you use to solve a problem or accomplish a task). A big part of this is recognizing when order matters and when it doesn’t. For instance, it doesn’t really matter in what order you load your grocery cart, but the order of steps does matter when following a recipe.This skill also includes following sequences and algorithms (like a preschool schedule), creating your own sequences and algorithms (like getting ready for school) and noticing and extending patterns (when parts of a sequence or algorithm repeat). 



• Catchphrase: Create, Test, Improve

• Understand that you can use a three-step process to     
make something

• First, create something; then, test what you created; 
finally, improve what you created

• This process can repeat indefinitely

Design Process: Designing solutions to problems
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Create, Test, Improve is about using the design process to design a solution to a problem.  We have used this process for engineering problems (like making a go cart) but also non-engineering examples, like creating a work of art.)First, you create something (using both your imagination to come up with new ideas and using prior knowledge when appropriate) Then you test what you created. This can involve trying it out in the real world, or or asking someone else to use or test what you created. Finally, improve what you created. Use the results of your test to make it better.  Recognize that the process can repeat indefinitely. 



• Catchphrase: Make It Work

• When something happens that you didn’t expect, you can try 
to change part of your solution and try again

• You can use trial and error

• You can also use a more systemic process of carefully       
checking each step, brainstorming and testing different 
solutions, and keeping track of what you’ve tried

Debugging: Fixing and improving solutions 
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Make it Work is about fixing and improving solutions: When you try to solve a problem and it doesn’t work out, going back and figuring out how to change your solution so that it does work. (Can also be applied to improving successful solutions.)Related to the idea of debugging. Trial and error; checking your steps.For example, if you’re trying to count your stuffed animals, but you keep losing track, you could decide to put each one one your bed after you count it to help you keep better track. Finally, no slide about this, but we are also trying to model the habits of mind necessary to engage in CT. These include: being flexible, working as a team, being curious, and persevering. 
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Project Research: Media

• Characters and stories were appealing to children and 
parents, and the videos fostered interaction.

• Children exhibited high levels of plot comprehension and 
varying levels of CT understanding.

• Promising feedback on use of catchphrases like                    
Make It Work and Create, Test, Improve.

• Parents did not have prior knowledge of CT but                        
saw its value.
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We conducted testing with preschoolers, parents, and caregivers in NY, VA, and MS—getting valuable feedback on both understanding and appeal of characters and storylines. Characters and stories were appealing. Good understanding of plot, which we assessed by asking children to retell the story. Varied understanding of CT, which we assessed by asking children to explain how the monkeys solved their problems in each episode. Found that children were better able to grasp “Create, Test, Improve” (Design Process) and “Make It Work” (debugging), with some kids taking away more than others, as expected. We’re going to make the CT process clearer and more explicit as we continue to create our videos. 



Project Assets
Debugging, Sequencing, Design Process

• 9, 7-minute animated videos (3 for each CT concept)
• 9 animated music videos
• 3 live-action videos

• 18 hands-on activities for families
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WGBH is developing a range of video formats—as well as hands-on resources for each of the 3 CT concepts: Debugging, Sequencing, and the Design Process. These assets will form the basis of what is shared with families.The videos include:7-minute animated stories where the characters solve a range of problems using a particular CT skillanimated music videos that reinforce CT concepts through song, clapping, and rhymes. These videos also help promote skills such as working together, planning and problem solving, and perseverance.and live-action videos showing real kids and families solving problems(A 30-minute broadcast episode would link together 3 stories, a music video, and 1 live-action video.)Paired with the media will be hands-on activities that give parents the ideas and support needed to turn everyday situations—like setting the table or getting dressed—into an opportunity to apply computational thinking.The videos and hands-on activities will be packaged to allow flexibility when used with families: whether a state system decides to host a multi-week program, a standalone experience, or something in between.



Make a Story
Hands-On Activity
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Here’s a sample activity called Make a Story—which focuses on the skill of Sequencing. Children put a series of pictures in order to tell a story. They have to STEP IT OUT, or think about the order of their steps in assembling the pictures into a story. The full set of hands-on activities will cover a range of subject areas. While Make a Story focuses on literacy, math, and sequencing, another activity might focus on science, engineering, and the design process.



Opportunities in Maryland
Leveraging state systems for:

Program implementation in 2019
Partners
Venues

Communication and awareness-building
Press release
Social media
Radio and television PSAs
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We are pleased that MPT was chosen to partner on this initiative and believe it represents a valuable opportunity for us to support existing Early Learning Standards in the state as well as our work to expose students to computer science and computational thinking concepts.WHEN: The family engagement materials (media, hands-on activities, and any other wrap around materials needed to make this a full toolkit ready for implementation) will be ready after the first of the year. The pilot must run during 2019. WHO/HOW: We now need to identify the state systems and venues we’ll use to bring these CT resources to young families. (Of note: an independent evaluator will conduct summative research to assess the impact of engaging parents through state systems.)REACH: We should also think about using existing communication platforms to reach families with the message that these are school readiness skills children need and that families can help them practice.
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